The videos present the iteration process of the FISTA algorithm, starting with the initialization image, followed by the intermediate result of each iteration (estimated target). The frame-rate of the movie changes, so that it's slower during the first iterations while there are significant changes from iteration to iteration, and faster later when there is less change. The videos show how the iterative reconstruction process converge to the correct solution.
Supplementary Figure S1 -API PSNR sensitivity analysis
Measurement PSNR effect on recoverable resolution is evaluated by adding noise to the measurement and performing API. We perform a Monte Carlo simulation with 10 9 photons passing through a 15 thick phantom with extinction coefficient of 200 −1 and anisotropy coefficient of 0.85. We then add white Gaussian noise to the measurement and perform API to evaluate the recoverable resolution. We note that API handles PSNR above 39 very robustly.
For lower PSNR the first step of API (estimation of model parameters) fails, which results in a significant loss of performance. We also evaluate the measurement PSNR of our system by using the method suggested by Xinhao 1 and find it to be 61.7 , well within the stable behavior of API.
This hints that the acquisition time of our system could have been significantly shorter without loss of performance (see also Supplemental Fig. S3 ).
Supplementary Figure S2 -API with inhomogeneous medium
passing through 2 layers of scattering medium with scattering coefficients of 1 , 2 respectively.
Each layer is 7.5 thick such that the total structure is 1.5 thick. We find that for 1 , 2 ∈
[100,300] the recoverable resolution is 5.2 , i.e. it is independent of the independent values. 
Supplementary Note S1 -Comparison between API and DOT
API is compared to DOT in Supplementary Table S1 . We note that unlike DOT, API is based on a dense measurement of the entire spatio-temporal scene response, which allows robust inversion.
API provides flexible wide field of view (unlike DOT which is usually based on a rigid structure with fixed optics). DOT usually requires raster scanning of the illumination source (or sequential illumination of multiple sources), while API enables a single shot measurement of the entire field of view (we note that this capability is based on coupling API with single shot measurement techniques in a streak camera as discussed in the Methods section). Either sequential illumination (with multiple sources) or raster scan of single source.
Supplementary

Field of view
Variable -Illumination is flood illumination so it doesn't pose a restriction. Measurement is done with a remote camera, so wider/smaller field of view is a simple function of camera lens.
Fixed, usually based on rigid systems. Some methods use a standoff camera but still require raster scanning (i.e. limited flexibility in illumination field of view).
Contact with target
No contact (applicable to remote sensing).
Usually requires contact.
Imaging inside deep tissue
Yes Yes
